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EDITOR’S NOTE

SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA & SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become “curators” of stories of courageous creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability.
For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site: www.flyingchickadee.com/
about.html

EDITOR’S NOTE
As we turn the corner into another new year, we are excited to bring you a special issue on Courageous Creativity – showcasing work by four Seattle-based creatives who participated in our “Creative Voice” Workshop
series this fall (and who have been published in previous issues).
The purpose of the Creative Voice Workshop series, offered at three levels, is to discover, cultivate and express
creativity unique to each participant through any type of creative project, using writing as the primary medium of exploration. Each participant’s unique creative voice is uncovered through rooting their explorations in
deeply personal narrative, even if the resulting works are entirely fictional. The underlying purpose is to help
each person express their singular potential through exercising their creativity.
In this showcase, we bring you written pieces that are related to projects in writing, music, food and business!
The written works include letters, poetry, fictional and non-fictional pieces. (The second piece in each section
was written from the perspective of the authors’ 81-year old selves.) Get a glimpse into Torn Apart, Nimisha
Ghosh Roy’s collection of vignettes on three inter-generational women, and into Love is On Its Way, Sheeba
Jacob’s CD, both expected to be produced and shared with audiences in 2012. Read pieces by Sudha Nandagopal inspired by the New York Times Modern Love series, that will kickstart her own participatory blog for
Indian-Americans, and pieces by Archana Verma on her dreams and deliberations for Chai Trails, a place that
will serve the world with food and love at the speed of life!
We hope you are as inspired and delighted by the pieces in this special issue as we were in helping them
come alive through the workshops! Happy Holidays, and best wishes for the New Year,
Shahana and Shirin.

“THE PURPOSE OF THE CREATIVE VOICE WORKSHOP SERIES ... IS
TO DISCOVER, CULTIVATE AND EXPRESS CREATIVITY UNIQUE TO
EACH PARTICIPANT THROUGH ANY TYPE OF CREATIVE PROJECT,
USING WRITING AS THE PRIMARY MEDIUM OF EXPLORATION.”
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“THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT THE FUTURE IS TO INVENT IT.”
- Alan Kay

“IF YOU HAVE BUILT CASTLES IN THE AIR, YOUR WORK NEED NOT
BE LOST; THAT IS WHERE THEY SHOULD BE. NOW PUT THE FOUNDATIONS UNDER THEM.”
- Henry David Thoreau

“IMAGINATION IS THE BEGINNING OF CREATION. YOU IMAGINE
WHAT YOU DESIRE, YOU WILL WHAT YOU IMAGINE AND AT LAST
YOU CREATE WHAT YOU WILL.”
- George Bernard Shaw

ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

POSSIBILITY LETTERS
Based on an exercise titled “Getting an A” from the extraordinary book ‘The Art of Possibility’ by Benjamin Zander and
Rosamund Stone Zander, the workshop participants were asked to write letters to us dated in the future, telling us why
they received an ‘A’. They were asked to write the letters as if their dreams were already realized. The focus was just
as much on the creative beings they had become, describing how they were acting and being in the world, as it was
on their creative accomplishments. This was, therefore, an exercise in envisioning and creating futures, and connecting with how this feels. Included here are three of the letters.
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POSSIBILITY LETTER
Dear Shahana and Shirin, 							

March 1, 2012

In the last six months I have become a more powerful woman than I had ever known was possible. My closest
family and friends do not recognize me and who I have become! These last few months I isolated myself from
many who knew me before; this was something that I had begun almost a year and a half ago. It was not a
physical isolation, but a mental and spiritual one. I had noticed, you see, that for many, many benign, unintentional reasons, they had inhibited my change and who I wanted to be.
Today, I am emerging from the cocoon of creativity and new self that I have built. I have found that in pursuing
my own dreams I inspire others to do the same. Amazingly I have found a way of living that allows me to do
that each day. I have come to terms with the fact that life is not, nor will it ever be, static.
In the last few years I have come to realize that everyone is an artist, without exception. For many years I have
pursued a science degree, a teaching degree and then various careers in teaching youth and adult education.
All along, throughout this professional development, I knew that there was an artistic side to me that balanced
my scientific, professional, “rational” side. Then, in the last year I began to actively embrace my artistic side
and have pursued painting and writing and have continued dancing. What I have finally realized today is that
I always was and always will be, an artist without exception. I have finally learned to see it in myself and in
others.
I have become more active in living; physically and emotionally. I live a more conscious life - where I am aware
of the creativity and beauty that surrounds me in everything, from the food that I eat, the park that I run in, the
pillows I sleep on, the conversations with loved ones and strangers, and the conversations I have in silence
with myself. My life is no longer divided in two by the rush hour commute, nor by the weekday/weekend
divide. I am authentic each moment. I have published my first collection of writings - a piece that has life lessons I am still trying to learn and live by for myself. It has been published in a unique format that even I could
not have imagined six months ago. It has been shared with friends and strangers.
I also have recently returned from a travel adventure that I had been saving up for. I went to three locations
that I have never been to before. I spent my time studying local art, music, dance, architecture, geography and
many other creative aspects of each culture and community that I visited. Inspired by my travels, I am now
ready to begin my next artistic venture.
Love, Nimisha

POSSIBILITY LETTER
Dear Shirin and Shahana,							March 1, 2012
Wow, I can’t believe I’m at this stage right now in March! You’ve taught us all so much and the collective
wisdom continues to stay with me. It’s amazing how a seed of an idea can flourish into such amazing opportunities and growth.
I have a confidence now in creativity; specifically my own creativity. I learned that discipline and commitment
to what God has given us is what helps to bring dreams to the forefront. I remember watching a TED talk by
Elizabeth Gilbert and she was saying, why should we be afraid of the work we were set on this earth to do?
I still can’t believe I’ve created a c.d. I don’t care about sales, but I do care that my message about love
and life is written, documented, and shared. And that the music resonates with people. I love how the whole
endeavor was such a village effort. I’ve realized that I am not alone in creation. Collaboration can do wonders.
And that the more I develop a community of artists, the more that creation is possible. I love how I have met
more and more artists in these past several months because I’ve authentically put that part of myself out
there in the public. So four songs are now available and the cool thing is that when I have gone to a couple of
shows here and there, I can actually share my c.d. with others! It’s like my musical business card.
It’s also been so great to start playing at different venues because people are interested in the genre I play.
Again, I love the consistency that creativity has brought in my life. I had random experiences in the past, but
I think because I’ve actually made a commitment, I’m seeing more chances to let it manifest itself. We make
commitments to so many other parts of our lives (family, friends, work), it makes total sense that creation has
become part of my schedule.
Recently, I was reading about how to spark a breakthrough. Since September, the seed has been planted and
it’s been awesome to see how a breakthrough in our lives can be so systematic:
• September: I started workshops with Flying Chickadee
• September: I started piano lessons to improve my skills
• October: I performed a new song at Arts Crush
• October: My sessions with Flying Chickadee ended and we presented our work
• November-February: Spoke to people about how to go through the process of publishing my music and
recorded a few more of my songs.
• March: I created a c.d.!
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Love, Sheeba

POSSIBILITY LETTER
Dear Shahana and Shirin, 							

March 1, 2012

Today I want to thank you for the wonderful and inspiring experience I had in the Creative Writing workshops
in the fall of last year. At the start of the workshops I had a sense of elation at finally finding a channel that
would formally make me start writing on a regular basis. For years I have had thoughts and ideas whirling daily
through my daydreams and nightmares, wanting to come out eloquently on paper and then pass on to my
target audience.
I couldn’t believe it when I graduated from the workshop with an A! That grade is a reflection of the fun I had.
The highlight of the workshop for me was the letters I wrote. The letter titled - ‘A Cup of Chai, a morsel and
a friend,’ helped me write the blueprint of the co-op cafe and gathering place that I have dreamed of starting
since 2005. It crystallized and helped me put on paper the nuggets of visions and inspirations that I have been
filing away, about the form and shape of this gathering place.
Another favorite is the letter I wrote addressing the parents of Bellevue’s public schools, encouraging them to
donate to the Bellevue Schools Foundation. I explained how this is like watering all the roots, branches and
leaves of a tree, the whole of which must be healthy and thriving. By giving to the schools foundation, we
ensure not only that our own children get a good education but that all those kids who will be their adult peers
also get a good and functional education in the field they are interested in. We support the sports, the arts,
and the field trips to museums and theater in order for our children to lead a complete life.
The last but most lasting source of gratification has been the blog posts that I have started writing once a
month. In these, I share one fun recipe that I found or tried or remembered in that month along with an opinion
piece I write about the latest thing on my mind.
The biggest gift is that every night I am super excited as I turn off the bedside table lamp. I cannot wait to
wake up at 5am, and work on my latest writing project for about an hour before starting the family routine.
Thanks so much for making all this happen just by asking me to join the Creative Writing workshops.
Love you! Archana.

PROJECT: TORN APART
NIMISHA GHOSH ROY
A Seattle native, Nimisha Ghosh Roy is a youth mentor, community advocate, educator and performing artist. She utilizes her work and her art to inspire those around her to live life with the vision,
grace and power that is inherent in us all. The following are two short excerpts from Nimisha’s
project, Torn Apart, a collection of short stories about a journey of desire and truth seen through the
eyes of three inter-generational women, expected to be published in the Spring of 2012.
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TORN APART
NOT ALL BEDS ARE MADE FOR SLEEPING
Just like not all shoes are made for walking (some are meant for dancing!), not all beds are made for sleeping.
Well, I guess you could sleep in them sometimes if you had to.
No, this bed, it was made for making love. Well, no, not really. Maybe it was just sex that ended up happening
here?
Lying in this bed, what Neelima could not figure out was if making love was the same thing as having sex? Her
rational mind tried desperately to understand, implementing algorithms to decide if they were mutually exclusive and parallel concepts, overlapping ideas, or if they were both illusions of something else entirely?!
On sultry monsoon afternoons, years ago, she and her sister would sing and dance to their favorite song, “ek
ho gaye ham aur tum …..” completely oblivious to the deep, sensual words: “When you and I became one,
our sleep went flying away, and in pleasure your anklets and bangles clashed.”
Oh yes, these days sleep has definitely flown away. But there are more than just anklets and bangles clashing.
Self-made world views are clashing. Concepts of love and self gratification are clashing. Legs, lips, arms and
intimate body parts are clashing. Internal cores are clashing, melding and fusing, burnished with a new found
glow.
Was this “love and sex”? Was this “love or sex”?
Neelima surrendered herself to the idea that she had the ability and complexity to be more than one thing at
once. She could hold two world views at the same time, or hell, even a hundred. She could both love and selfgratify. She could both surrender and control. She could have two legs, just as easily as she could have four.
She could hold her own tongue in her mouth just as well as she could hold two. And why stop at four arms
when she could have ten? The internal cores were a bit trickier. But yes, she was confident that her core was
strong enough to fuse and glow anew.

TORN APART
Lying in that bed, made for sleeping, sex and making love, Neelima felt a sense of awe.
As her eyes closed peacefully, she could feel the reassuring pressure of the body and soul lying next to her, no
longer clashing, but fused together for that moment.
Feeling like nothing less than Mahisasura Mardini, the destroyer of the demons, she could hear a chorus
behind her. She could feel their breath as they inhaled and exhaled. She could feel them, proclaiming to the
world:
Yaa Devi Sarva Bhooteshu Shakthi Roopena Samsthita
Namastasyai Namastasyai Namastasyai Namo Namaha
Salutations again and again to the Devi (Goddess)
who resides in all beings in the form of Shakthi (creative power).
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TORN APART
A HANDFUL OF EARTH
She reached out and grasped a fist full of soil. Unsure if she was going to let the dirt run through her fingers
or if she was going to put it in her mouth, Neelima quickly grabbed the little girl’s hand. Neelima then reached
out with her other hand to grab herself a fistful of dirt, mirroring her granddaughter’s action.
Looking at her granddaughter, Neelima thought to herself, “To be 6 or 81 years old is nothing. To be more than
750,000 years old, like this soil, now that is something.”
Full of kindness and tenderness, Neelima whispered softly “Do you know that you are holding a mountain in
your hand?”
Sensing the gravity of the situation, the little girl whispered back in all seriousness, “What? You mean like
Mount Rainier?”
As the little girl looked up into Neelima’s face with wide eyed disbelief, Neelima said,
“Yes, darling, like Mount Rainier. See, this earth, rock hard and solid beneath our feet? It is just an illusion. It
seems immutable, constant, steady. When we press down upon the earth there is a reassuring pressure back.
Yet as we place our feet, barefoot and free upon this earth, it is imperceptibly disintegrating before our eyes.
The hardest touch, our stomping feet or clenched fists, does nothing to the mountain. But the lightest of
touches? The incessant whisper of the wind? The constant, soothing ebb and flow of tidal waves at its base?
The bubbling brook that traces a path down the mountain, as gentle as a lover’s touch? Ahh yes, therein
lies the power to create. And thus, from the mountain emerges a soil born of eons of light touches, sand that
echoes the ghosts of mountains past.”

TORN APART
Neelima’s voice trailed off as she fell back into the past:
Back to when she was a young geologist traversing the world’s soils.
Back to when she was a photographer, catching photons from the far reaches of the universe and transforming them into images for human eyes.
Back to when she followed the patterns of ocean waters as they rose and fell, circulating the globe, bringing
nutrients to some and robbing others.
Back to when she saw not just clouds in the skies, but particles that had journeyed the world.
Neelima did not notice when her granddaughter quietly slipped her hand out from under hers and softly
walked back into the house. She didn’t hear her as she said to her mother, “Ma, did you know that Grandma
knows all these weird things about soil? And about really old things too…like ghosts of mountains! She’s so
cool.”
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PROJECT: LOVE IS ON ITS WAY
SHEEBA JACOB

Sheeba rediscovered her creativity on the east coast, in places like The Bowery Poetry cafe in
NYC and the Bohemian Caverns in DC. In Seattle’s vibrant arts community, she began writing
songs, playing the piano, and singing whenever she got the chance. She continues to get musical
inspiration from life, love, people, and a little bit of Stevie Wonder. The following are the lyrics to
two songs Sheeba wrote during the Creative Voices workshops. ‘Wisdom’ will be included in her
upcoming C.D., ‘Love is On Its Way’ to be released in April of 2012.

LOVE IS ON ITS WAY
LOVE AND TRAINS
I remember
one time I saw poverty
on the train
When I was a little girl
men three times the age of
me
asking for some change
to happen in this world
and then he tapped me
on the shoulder
he must have been
exactly my age
he told me
with tears in his eyes
that his mother
died just today
I had some flowers
in my little bag
I took them out right away
I made them in
the shape of a heart
gave it to him
and all he could say was….
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LOVE IS ON ITS WAY
look at the ocean crash today
look at the trees and how their palms wave
see how bright the stars shine in the sky
this is why I’ll never have to say goodbye to her
I looked at him
somewhat shocked
wondering how he could
be so strong
8 years old
but fire in his eyes
like he was
already an old soul
years later
I keep thinking of him
the boy who I wanted to hold
funny thing is he taught me more
about love than I would ever know
look at the ocean crash today
look at the trees and how their palms wave
see how bright the stars shine in the sky
this is why I’ll never have to say goodbye
to the ones I love

LOVE IS ON ITS WAY
WISDOM
When I was your age
I had a lover or two you know
I drank tequila
and I never learned to sew
I loved dancing
all hours of the night
yeah, I would admit I was wrong,
but only after a good fight
When I was your age
I didn’t let the gossip get me down
I used light as ammunition
to keep the good around
I’ve seen more of the
world than you could ever imagine
so here are my lessons to you
as you grow into a woman
pick yourself
up after you fall
have a good cry
every once in a while
sing your heart out
whenever you can
and never regret
any of your life’s decisions
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LOVE IS ON ITS WAY
As I got older
I let my
fire always burn
I showed people love
and got
it back in return
if you let
your sun shine
in this sometimes
dark world
darling, your magic
will glow
and you’ll get
what you deserve
pick yourself
up after you fall
have a good cry
every once in a while
sing your heart out
whenever you can
and never regret
any of your life’s decisions

PROJECT: CHAI TRAILS
ARCHANA VERMA

Archana is a Seattleite from India. Food, books, music and people feed her soul. Archana likes to share
food and love through Indian cooking classes, social gatherings at her home and volunteering at her
children’s schools and community at large. Her dream is to serve the world with food and love, at the
speed of life, through an enterprise called Chai Trails. In writing the pieces shared here, she realized
that articulating her vision, dreams and struggles is an enriching and fun part of the journey towards realizing her dream. Archana hopes to continue this creative writing endeavor by starting a monthly blog.
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CHAI TRAILS
THE DAILY DUEL
I used to win extempore speech and debate competitions in High school. It didn’t matter what the topic was,
I could argue the pros and cons of any topic with equal aplomb with just a minute or two of preparation. I
debated for the sake of debating and not necessarily for the sake of any convictions.
The debating days are back. The only thing that’s different is that the stage is inside my head. And the
competitors are two incarnations of me. iBelieve and iDoubt. The stage is set as soon as I wake up and the
judges don’t leave till I go to bed at night. I walk into a Starbucks at 7:30am because I was too rushed to grab
breakfast before leaving home with my daughter. I am hungry and I need to eat something healthy and salty
because it is too early in the morning to eat something sweet. Being a vegetarian, a bagel is my only choice. It
is neither healthy nor exciting, so I settle on the sweet oatmeal or a scone.
At that precise moment, iBelieve jumps on stage and gives an inspired speech about the array of Indian inspsalty vegetarian creations like aloo parantha, or upma that will be the next big thing in the breakfast drive thru
window. After a few hours of hiatus at about 2:20pm, I look up from my trance in the email or Facebook land
and realize I need to rush out to pick up the girls from school. I have just missed the opportunity to make a cup
of chai before heading out. I wish there was a drive thru chai place that I could grab a cup of chai from, on my
way to the afternoon chauffeuring duties.
iBelieve is back on stage before I can start the engine of my car. A samosa or dhokla would be perfect with
this mommy-commute chai at this moment. And since no one has done anything about it in the last 21 years,
when these ideas first came to my mind, iBelieve claims that it means that I need to make this happen. Just
as this thought comes into existence, iDoubt shows up on the debate stage and starts talking about the volunteering, exercising and social commitments I have said yes to.
iDoubt reminds us that I have issues committing to anything. It brings up strong exhibits - the fiber optics project that I started where I got the CEO of Optel to be my mentor, but after the initial exciting coup, I lost steam
and finished the project with a whimper. Exhibit 2 - the job where I wasted more than three quarters of the day
browsing the net and only worked on the real project just a few hours before the deadline. The laundry, mail
and reorganizing projects around my house that are stubbornly ignored on a daily basis.

CHAI TRAILS
As I am starting to declare iDoubt the winner, iBelieve jumps back onstage and talks about the fun I am having
in my cooking classes, and in dreaming up Indian inspired recipes of samosa scones and a chipotle- cilantro
flavored sandwich spread for Aloo Tikki burgers. In this ongoing debate, it has been obvious that iDoubt has
a secret companion that I have somehow not noticed till recently. iDoubt is being hoisted up by iFear and
together they have been succeeding for a while in knocking out all the points iBelieve brings up. So I start to
think that the competition is over.
But lately, iBelieve has been gathering momentum again by reading the book ‘Do the Work’ by Steven Pressfield. The unfortunate news of the passing away of Steve Jobs was also an unexpected shot in the arm for
iBelieve. iBelieve has now hopped back on stage showcasing the commencement speech at Stanford by Steve
Jobs. iBelieve is telling iDoubt to let go of the need to connect the dots and to be patient and stay hungry.
iBelieve has called for a meeting and has invited iDoubt and iFear for lunch at the Book Larder, a community
cookbook store. I will of course be coming along, to be the silent and hopefully loving observer.
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CHAI TRAILS
INHERITANCE OF DREAMS
It is 7:30AM on 19th July 2049. I can hear Pandit Jasraj’s song, Om Namo Bhagvate playing in the room.
Saijel is sitting and working intently on her digital notepad pouring over the marketing rollout plans of the latest
offering at Chai Trails, the café that I started almost 40 years ago.
I visit this original location of Chai Trails often, sitting atop a Seattle hillside neighborhood, overlooking the
Puget Sound and the breathtaking scenery behind it. I enjoy visiting this place when Saijel or Kanika are in
here and especially on this day – since it used to be my earthly birthday. I was born at 7:30am on 19th July
1968. So that would make today my 81st birthday.
I used to be very fond of my birthday since my parents and grandparents made me feel special on that day.
And even now, despite not being in physical form any more, I like to visit Earth on my birthday. Kanika and
Saijel always make a point to talk to each other on this day, and reminisce about their slightly crazy, often
erratic but loving and passionate cook of a mother. They remember how I used to be completely normal and
funny one moment, and then the next, I would be screaming at the top of my voice, threatening to break their
bones if they didn’t fix their errant behavior right away. They laugh about how the only thing they could do at
that moment was to freeze in terror since the monster would land inside me without any warning. Soon they
realized that breaking their bones was a term that indicated that mom’s brain circuitry had suddenly short
circuited and they just had to bide some time until the monster left to find another victim.
Today also, Saijel remembered that phrase when she told Kanika, “ I almost said this to my kids this morning
and that sent a chill down my spine since I haven’t heard that phrase in more than 4 decades ! Just popped
into my mouth out of nowhere. Maybe Mom is visiting me today”. Saijel has always been the more intuitive
one of my two kids. She can sense it whenever I am visiting her, watching her, hearing the sounds around her.
I love spending time around her. She used to call herself my sous chef. I used to worry so much for her since
I used to think she had inherited all my weaknesses. But my husband used to say she had inherited all of me
and that is why she was very special to him since she reminded him of me and my spirit. And now after a successful career in the technology industry, this brilliant daughter of mine has decided to be at the helm of Chai
Trails and continue my life’s work.

CHAI TRAILS
She seems so serene and at peace where I used to be so restless and nervous. Just like every year, today I
get to revisit my life as if I were watching a movie. Frames of my life float before me. I see myself as I could
not when I was in physical form. The girl constantly struggling to fit the norm at every age and not realizing
that she is normal and that there are many definitions of normal. The girl yearning for acceptance from others
while not accepting herself and others. The girl constantly trying to fit herself in an undefined and seemingly
unattainable norm and finding shortcomings in others.
Now, when I see those images, I wish I could convince that girl to let go and just be herself and have faith that
she is loved. She figured it out eventually but it took more than half her life to find the love hiding inside her to
give herself and those around her. The revelation did not come easy but she did not give up the quest for love
and peace. As I look at Saijel’s hint of white hair, I wonder about the next life I am about to choose for myself
in the next ten years. I am excited to work on the list of lessons I plan to go through in the next life.
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Sheeba Jacob’s first c.d., Love Is On Its Way, will be available in the spring of 2012. Inspired by musicians like Kevin So, Fiona Apple, and Amel
Larrieux, her album features songs on piano with soulful lyrics that speak about her musings on life and love.

PROJECT: MODERN LOVE
SUDHA NANDAGOPAL

Sudha creates positive change in the world through politics, poetry, essays, story-telling, music and
photography. As a lover of water, mountains, forests, open sky, and all the wonderful flora and fauna
that go with them, she draws inspiration in her life and creativity from nature, people and travels. Sudha
was intrigued by the New York Times Modern Love essay series, and wondered what “deeply personal
narratives with central dilemmas about love” would look like in an Indian-American transcultural context. What emerged are pieces that may kick-start her own participatory blog along these lines!
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MODERN LOVE
WRITING DESTINY
Staring at myself in the mirror on my 30th birthday I’m transported back to a memory long forgotten.
My sister and I had managed to read all of the Indian folktale comic books and as our train continued methodically through the landscape, boredom began to seep into our compartment. One of us said something
to purposefully annoy the other and a fight began to brew. Our mother cast a stern glance in our direction
sending us back into silence with only the rhythmic dha-dha-dha-dhak of the train passing over the tracks to
fill the quiet.
We pulled into the next station, the screeching of the train’s brakes competing with the vendors calling out
coffee-coffee-garam coffee. My sister and I rushed to the open doorway to watch the coolies lift extraordinary
loads onto their heads. We leaned out of the door and watched as the train received the green flag to continue
on our journey.
The momentary excitement of the station having passed, we made our way back to our compartment to find
our mother engaged in conversation with a well-dressed gentleman. He was our travel companion for the next
leg of the journey. After the initial niceties and introductions my sister and I once more fell back into our usual
games as a way to stave off the boredom. I demanded the window seat; she said I had sat in it for too long
already. Our new companion came to the rescue, offering to move over and allow one of us to take his spot by
the window. With a roll of her eyes, my sister moved to the window seat next to the gentleman. You know he
said, in a conspiratorial whisper, I can read your future in your palm. Ha, I said boldly, declaring in my American way that such things were nonsense. He shrugged, un-offended and looked at my sister’s proffered hand.
He took her hand and carefully examined it, made some statements about her future that seemed both vague
and specific. Intrigued, I placed my palm in front of him as a challenge. My mother glanced over to make sure
we were being polite then went back to reading her book. He ran his hand over my palm as though tracing
lines and creating ones that didn’t even exist. My small hand was dwarfed in his yet, if he were to be believed,
small or not, my story was already there on my hand.
“You will have a long life,” he said. “But you will not marry until after thirty, and you will have a few affairs
before you marry.”

MODERN LOVE
I gasped, jerking my hand back – my face flushing with embarrassment. The last thing I, a teenage girl sitting
with my mother, needed was for some stranger to predict that my future would include a failure to marry in a
timely fashion. My mother, until now a passive listener, was aghast. How dare this stranger suggest that one
of her daughters would be unmarried at 30? The stranger must have sensed the tension for he promptly stood
up, collected his belongings and said it was nearly time for his stop. As he left our compartment my mother
scoffed and said, “don’t keep what he said in your head.”
I shake my head and catch my reflection’s eye. Many affairs, I laugh. I was so terrified of that idea, if only
the man had said that in terms I can now understand – many loves, many friends – I wouldn’t have felt so
shocked. A voice in the back of my head reminds me, well you were only supposed to have one love, remember? One, passionate love who you would spend your life with – wouldn’t that have been better? No, I shake
my head at my reflection, I don’t think I ever set out with the intent for just one love. And I have no fears of the
grass being greener if I had somehow managed to only love once. Perhaps that palm reader set my fortune in
place by saying it out loud many years ago – and if so, now, I can thank him for what once would have made
me desperately unhappy. Because he gave me the chance to realize that my love is not finite. It’s just begun.
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MODERN LOVE
LOVE REBEL
I lived so much of my life as a careful plan, constructed, created exactly as I intended. I applied early decision
to college, found the fellowship I wanted for after college during junior year, bought a condo in my mid-twenties. It was all very well constructed. And in all of these areas, I have had much success.
But in the matter of love, it was all a different story. Each time I fell in love it seemed like it caught me unawares, usually toppling me over for a bit until I righted myself to weather the storm that was to follow. I
never could quite get myself to plan for love. While my girlfriends pursued, dated and broke up with men, I
observed, held back and watched.
Doug had been the first. I was in college, convinced that academics were my priority and if I was to date, it
would have to be one of the Indian men on campus. But Doug literally swept me off my feet, picking me up
in a spontaneous improvisation of our stage exit during a play rehearsal. I’d shake my head no, when friends
would ask me, seeing the glow on my face after rehearsal, no, we were just friends. He has a girlfriend, I’d
protest. He’s not Indian. And so it continued for three years. A friendship but really a headfirst tumble into love.
We would get sandwiches together in the campus deli and he would tell me about his most recent breakup,
how he had hoped to marry this girl and she had broken his heart. I would listen openly, hoping that perhaps
he would for a moment see me sitting in front of him. I wanted to reassure him that I would never break his
heart – that I would never want him to change his faith for me – that I would support his hopes and dreams,
but my Indian mother’s voice was in my head reminding me to hold back, be chaste and most importantly,
focus on my academics. Marriage would come when the time was right and before that there was no need to
be foolish in love.
Despite my best attempts to shake myself of Doug, he remained the standard by which I judged all men who
approached me. I wanted to feel those butterflies that I felt when I was with him. The desire to reach out and
hold his hand. To keep hugging him even when we were supposed to part. I had fallen in love with him unintentionally, with nothing more than his friendship in return.

MODERN LOVE
I had traveled three-thousand miles away from my parents for college, but it was with the simple act of falling
in love with this college boy that I really left my parents behind. I graduated college un-kissed – watching as
my friends got engaged to their college sweethearts. I had, it seemed, found a way to not only be indecipherable to my family but also to my friends.
I am many decades removed from that day now and sometimes I wish I could go back to that version of me
and assure her that yes, she is worthy of love. Worthy of real, passionate love – and once she realizes that and
embraces that, she will find it. But it would take me many more years of self-discovery and heart break before
I learned that love, like most other things in life, does indeed take practice. And as I sit here watching the rain
pour down feeling the arm of my love rest on my shoulder as I write, I am thankful that my journey, meandering as it was, brought us to each other.
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